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Agenda item: 05/40 

 
 

Minutes of Part 1 Trust Board Meeting 
held on Thursday 07 July 2016 

Lecture Theatre, Postgraduate Medical Centre, St Albans City Hospital  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chair Title Attendance 

Professor Steve Barnett (SB) Chair Yes 

Members   

Professor Tracey Carter (TC) Acting Chief Executive/Chief Nurse and 
Director of Infection Prevention and Control 

Yes  

John Brougham (JB)   Non-Executive Director Yes 

Helen Brown (HB) Director of Strategy and Corporate Services Yes 

Paul Cartwright (PC) Non-Executive Director Yes 

Ginny Edwards (GE) Non-Executive Director Yes 

Katie Fisher (KF) Chief Executive Yes 

Jonathan Rennison (JR)  Non-Executive Director Yes 

Don Richards (DR) Chief Financial Officer Yes 

Sally Tucker (ST) Chief Operating Officer Yes 

Phil Townsend (PT)   Non-Executive Director Yes 

Dr Mike Van der Watt (MVDW) Medical Director Yes 

In attendance   

Jean Hickman (JH) Trust Secretary (notes) Yes 

Louise Halfpenny (LH) Director of Communications  Yes 

Sundera Kumara-Moorthy (SK-M) Representative from Healthwatch Yes 

Tapiwa Songore (TS) Assistant Trust Secretary Yes 

In attendance for specific items   

Dr Tammy Angel (TA) Divisional Director, Unscheduled Care  Yes 

Dr Sharon Chadwick (SC) Consultant in Palliative Care Yes 

Lisa Emery (LE) Chief Information Officer Yes 

Paul da Gama (PDG) Director of Workforce Yes 
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MEETING MINUTES 
 

 Discussion Action 
To Be 
Taken 
By 

When 

1. Opening and welcome   

1.1 The Chair opened the meeting and welcomed Board members and 
the public. In particular, he welcomed KF to her first Trust Board 
meeting. 

  

2. Initiatives to improve patient flow   

2.1 SB introduced Dr Tammy Angel and invited her and ST to update the 
Board on the initiatives undertaken by the unscheduled care division 
to improve the patient flow within the hospitals.  
 
It was noted that an Emergency Care Taskforce had been established 
to implement the recommendations made by the Emergency Care 
Improvement Programme and drive internal initiatives to support the 
flow of patients. The Board was informed that a project plan had been 
developed which would address issues in four key areas, 1) front door, 
2) inpatient wards, 3) back door and 4) community capacity.   

  

2.3 ST informed the Committee that she had recently attended a useful 
national unscheduled care conference and confirmed that lots of work 
was being undertaken nationally to support improvements to patient 
flow.  She further advised that the Trust would be continuing to work 
closely with local partners on process mapping analysis and to agree 
some clear deliverables.   

  

2.4 Non Executive Directors welcomed the initiatives to improve patient 
flow and asked how much impact this work would have on improving 
A&E performance and address system issues.  ST responded that 
significant work was underway; however it would require a whole 
system approach to secure any major improvement.    

 

The Board agreed that key initiatives should be priorities alongside a 
measureable timeline to enable the monitoring of progress towards 
the plan.  KF said that the key focus should always be on 
standardising processes and acknowledged that it was clear from the 
presentation that the Trust was heading in the right direction.   

  

2.5 SB thanked Dr Angel and ST for attending the meeting to update the 
Board on this valuable work. 

  

3. Apologies for absence   

3.1 No apologies were recorded.   

4. Declaration of Interests   

4.1 No further declarations of interest were raised other than those 
previously circulated.   

  

5. Minutes of the last meeting on 02 June 2016   

5.1 Point 2.6.  PT noted that the Board had been informed on a number of 
research projects which the Trust had been involved in and asked for 
a list to be included in the minutes.   

JH Sept-16 

5.2 Point 11.2.  TC asked for the minute to read that ‘there would be no   
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By 

When 

immediate change’ to staffing levels’ rather than ‘there was no 
immediate risk to staffing levels’. 

5.3 Point 11.6.  TC advised that badges and not tabards as stated in the 
minutes had been issued to overseas nurses who were registered on 
their own country but not currently eligible to work in the UK.  She also 
advised that this point should say that the Nursing and Midwifery 
Council set guidance and not the National Medical Council as 
recorded. 

  

5.4 The minutes were recorded as a true reflection of the meeting.    

6. Board action log and matters arising from meeting held 02 June 
2016 

  

6.1 No further updates to the action log were recorded than those 
previously circulated.   

  

7. Chairman’s report   

7.1 SB presented a verbal report to the Board.  He advised that the local 
Sustainability and Transformation Plan (STP), which set out how local 
services would evolve and become sustainable over the next five 
years and ultimately deliver the Five Year Forward View, had been 
submitted at the end of June 2016 to NHS England.  SB assured the 
Board that he and KF were closely involved in the work to finalise the 
plan, which was due for final submission at the end of September 
2016.  HB commented that work was ongoing to the Trust’s clinical 
strategy which would link with the Your Care, Your Future strategy. A 
first draft of the clinical strategy was expected to be completed for 
presentation to the Board in September 2016.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sept-16 

7.2 SB reported that the early work of NHS Improvement (NHSI) was 
focusing on regulations and it had launched a consultation from June 
to 04 August 2016 on a framework it proposed to use to oversee the 
work of provider trusts.  The intention was for a ‘Single Oversight 
Framework’ to replace the risk assessment framework and the 
accountability framework.    

  

7.3 The Board was informed that an annual report had been received from 
Healthwatch Hertfordshire. SB congratulated the organisation on its 
work over the previous year and said that the Trust was looking 
forward to continuing to work with Healthwatch in the future.   

  

7.4 SB advised that a new Non-Executive Director buddying programme 
had been developed to improve communication with the Trust’s 
internal and external stakeholders.   

  

7.5 The Board noted that as part of the Trust’s structured Board 
Development Programme, a business workshop had been held on 09 
June 2016.   The focus of the session was on the Board’s 
responsibility around safeguarding of vulnerable adults and children 
and on preparation for the forthcoming Care Quality Commission’s re-
inspection. 

  

7.6 SB concluded his Chair’s report by informing the Board that he had 
undertaken the following since the last meeting: 
 
- Board to Board meeting with the Herts Valleys Clinical 

Commissioning Group 
- Met with St Albans Councillors Ron Tindall and Chris White 
- Attended a Better Care Fund seminar 

  

https://www.england.nhs.uk/futurenhs/
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- Met colleagues from NHS Improvement with Katie Fisher 
- Presented to the Hertfordshire Care Providers Association 
- Met with Geoff Brown, Chair of Healthwatch and Michael Downing, 

CEO of Healthwatch 
- Met with Colette Wyatt Lowe, Chair Hertfordshire County Council 

Health and Wellbeing Board 
- Attended a Clinical Advisory Group meeting 
- Attended Hertfordshire Health and Wellbeing Board Conference 
 

7.7 Resolution:  The Board noted the report.   

8. Chief Executive report   

8.1 KF presented the Chief Executive’s report. She drew the Board’s 
attention to positive feedback from a clinical review which had been 
undertaken on 29 June.  She commented that the Trust had clearly 
responded well to the concerns raised by the CQC and that the Trust 
was a different organisation from twelve months ago.   

 

In addition, it was noted that the Trust had received extremely positive 
feedback from a recent visit by the Royal College of Paediatrics and 
Child Health to assess training processes.  MVDW advised that the 
College had highlighted the work of the paediatric clinical leadership 
team for particular praise.  The Board asked for a letter of thanks and 
congratulations to be sent to the paediatric service.  

 

TC reminded the Board that one of the key concerns raised at the 
original CQC inspection had been around maternity services, 
however, she was pleased to report that since then two clinical 
reviews had revealed that the service had significantly improved, in 
particular in respect to morale and the environment.   The Board 
requested for a letter of thanks and congratulations to be sent to the 
maternity service.  

 

In response to a question posed by PC on how the Trust would build 
on the good practice being reported, KF confirmed that the executive 
was confident that wards and departments were focusing on being 
prepared for the upcoming inspection; however it was important for 
the Trust to continue with business as usual. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JH 

 

 

 

 

JH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sept-16 

 

 

 

 

Sept-16 

8.2 PT asked for an update on the new access road to Watford Hospital.  
DR responded that the main construction of the road was progressing 
well, however issues on collateral works, boundaries, signage and 
changes to traffic flow were yet to be resolved. It was noted that the 
Finance, Investment and Performance (FIP) Committee held the 
responsibility for monitoring progress on the Watford Health Campus.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.3 SB congratulated Jonathan Rennison on the successful completion of 
a Three Peaks Challenge, along with a number of members of the 
paediatric team.  The team had raised £5,500 for the Trust’s neonatal 
care unit.  

  

8.4 Resolution:  The Board noted the update. 
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PERFORMANCE   

9. Integrated performance report – month 2   

9.1 Paul da Gama, Director of Workforce (PDG) joined the meeting for 
this item.  ST provided an overview of the integrated performance 
report (IPR) and highlighted the areas of good performance and those 
which required improvement.   

  

9.2 PT pointed out the high percentage of staff leaving the Trust within the 
first year and asked what actions were being taken to understand this 
worrying statistic.  PDG responded that, although exit interviews were 
offered to all staff leaving, no specific trend in causes had been 
highlighted.  He advised that a new programme of executive led 
induction meetings had been established, whereby the same 
executive met with new staff when they arrived and again at 10 weeks 
and 20 weeks to provide a stable, supportive forum.  SB suggested 
that this forum could be used to explore with new staff what would 
make them stay with the Trust.     

 

GE assured the Board that the Workforce Committee would be 
undertaken a deep dive into a number of long standing workforce 
issues, some of which may require a specific strategy be developed to 
address concerns highlighted by the review.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

PDG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sept-16 

9.3 The Board discussed the performance around mixed sex 
accommodation breaches.  The importance of performance 
improvement in this area was agreed as it had a negative impact on 
the privacy, dignity and safety of patients and on the Trust’s financial 
position.  It was noted that the FIP Committee would be closely 
monitoring progress of this indicator. 

  

9.4 GE commented that from the report it appeared that the Trust was still 
reporting a difference between care provided in the week and at the 
weekend and asked what action was being taken to close this gap.  
MVDW responded that the executive had thoroughly investigated this 
data and could confidently confirm that the level of care was the same 
at both  

  

9.5 PT highlighted the high re-admission rate and ST confirmed that this 
was an area of focus for the operational team. 

  

9.6 PC asked for assurance on the work being undertaken to address the 
delayed transfers of care.  MVDW responded that 25 percent of 
patients were classified as ‘stranded’ which meant that they were not 
receiving active care.  He assured the Board that the issue was high 
on the agenda of the System Resilience Group and focus had been 
put on a review of Herts Community Trust’s escalation processes to 
reduce the need for the Trust to surge into assessment areas. KF 
advised that she had some suggestions on how to improve this issue; 
however she cautioned that it would take some time for the Board to 
see any significant changes to performance data.    

  

9.7 The Board’s attention was drawn by PT to the poor performance of 
ambulance turnaround times.  DR advised that an error had been 
found in the timing process for recording the turnaround times and the 
Trust was working with the East of England Ambulance Trust to 
resolve this.  He warned that a solution it may require some IT input. It 
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was noted that the FIP Committee would be monitoring this issue.   

9.8 MVDW advised the Board that a trial of VTE compliance had been 
completed and the first audit had shown 98% compliance.  Due to the 
positive result, the trial would be rolled out across the Trust.   

  

9.9 TC advised that the increase in May of CAS alerts was due to a 
change in measurement.  It was agreed that future reports would 
include information to advise the Board on any peaks in the number of 
CAS alerts received 

 

ST/LE 

 

Sept-16 

9.10 DR provided an overview of the financial position.  He informed the 

Board that the Herts Valleys Clinical Commissioning Group had 

confirmed that penalties were unlikely to be levied in 2016/17 due to a 

need to support collaborative working, and in recognition of certain 

data quality issues, particularly around ambulance handover times.   

 

The revised control total of £22.6m had been accepted by the Trust 

and was now the basis on which performance was measured.  The 

Board was assured that the Executive Team was meeting regularly 

with divisions to drive accountability and ownership. 

 

DR advised that income performance for elective work was more than 

expected, however there was an under performance on non-elective 

work.  This had resulted in income for the month being £0.7m better 

than plan overall.  Pay was under spent by £0.2m in June due to 

under-spending on substantive and bank staff and ongoing reductions 

in agency staff.  DR further advised that if the current spending trend 

continued at the same rate the indication was that the Trust would end 

the year with a deficit of £32m.   

 

The Board was assured that work was ongoing to bring the position 

back into line with plan.  DR confirmed that £9m of savings were 

required to be identified in order to meet the control total by the end of 

year.   

 

DR advised that the Trust Executive Committee had agreed a revised 

2016/17 capital programme with an allocation of £21.2m, of which 

£12.6m would require funding applications to be submitted and £2m 

represented funding from Watford Borough Council. £6.5m had been 

allocated to schemes which had already been committed to in 2015/16.  

  

9.11 SB thanked DR for the clear, understandable report and asked if 
controls were working effectively.  DR responded that controls were 
working, however better control was required around temporary 
medical staff and he was working with PDG to improve this issue.   

  

9.12 The Board noted the improvements to the IPR and discussed how it 
could be improved further. JB suggested that that future  reports 
should highlight two to four key areas which the Board needed to 
focus on.  SB agreed and said that areas which were consistently 
reported as red needed particular focus.  Accurate forecasting and 
greater triangulation between data, workforce and finances was also 
noted as important factors that the Trust needed to improve on.  
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DR advised that Ernst and Young (EY) was working on a project 
which would bring data together in a coherent way.  This would help to 
ensure the Executive and the Board was assured on the financial, 
workforce and staffing implications of any variation to performance.   
PDG advised that EY was also in the process of creating a new 
workforce dashboard, which would further strengthen the triangulation 
of the data.  KF assured the Board that this important work was being 
monitored by the Trust Executive Committee, 

9.13 Resolution:  The Board noted the report.   

10. Quality Account 2015/16   

10.1 TC presented the Quality Account 2015/16, which had been 
recommended by Audit Committee for approval.  She acknowledged 
the work of HB and Angela Barst for the collation of the information 
and the drafting of the document.  She informed the Board that this 
document would link with the developing quality strategy and underpin 
the clinical strategy.   

  

10.2 JD noted that the Quality Account had received positive feedback from 
Healthwatch Hertfordshire which was not included in the document. 
HB assured the Board that the feedback from Healthwatch had been 
included in the published version of the Quality Account and said that 
since the document had been printed for the Board, an independent 
auditor report had  also noted positive improvements in data quality 
relating to VTE and patient safety incidents resulting in harm or death.  

  

10.3 GE enquired how the Executive planned to monitor progress against 
the plan.  HB responded that work to develop a reporting mechanism 
was underway which would be monitored by the Safety and Quality 
Committee.   

  

10.4 Resolution:  The Quality Account was approved.   

11. Quality Improvement Plan update   

11.1 LE joined the meeting to present a paper which detailed the progress 
made against the Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) since the last Board 
meeting.   

  

11.2 SB thanked LE for coordinating the arrangements for the clinical 
review in June 2016.  PC asked for an update on a recent internal 
audit to provide assurance on the design of the QIP, whether actions 
had been implemented and embedded and whether evidence was in 
place to support completion. LE replied that the audit had been 
extended to take in further actions; therefore the final report had not 
been completed.  She assured that, once available, it would be 
circulated to the Board. 

 

 

 

 

 

LE 

 

 

 

 

 

Sept-16 

11.3 In response to an observation by PT that not all the QIP would be 
completed by the re-inspection in September, LE advised that any 
outstanding actions would have a planned trajectory of improvement. 

  

11.4 As there was no meeting planned in August, the Board requested for 
the regular report to be circulated to ensure the Board was kept up-to-
date with progress. 

 

LE 

 

Aug-16 

11.5 Resolution:  The Board noted the update.   

DEVELOP A LONG TERM STRATEGY (BAF RISK 9) 

12. Local digital roadmap   

12.1 LE presented a paper which explained the development of the local   
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digital roadmap.  PC enquired on the likelihood that the Trust would be 
paperless within the next four years.    LE responded that it was only 
the start of the journey and currently the key focus was for staff to start 
to think about becoming more digital.  PT brought the Board’s 
attention to the limiting factors sited in the report and LE advised that 
she would be attending a conference to gain a better understanding of 
the challenges involved and would be working with local partners 
around funding.   

12.2 Resolution:  The report was noted.   

13 Strategy update   

13.1 HB provided a paper which detailed the progress made on the clinical 
strategy, Your Care Your Future (YCYF) and specialist services.  In 
particular, HB reported that the Trust was actively involved in the 
commissioning context for the vascular service and she noted that 
there would be a drive to a decision around core acute services over 
the summer months.   

  

13.2 SB thanked HB and MVDW for their work to encourage clinical 
engagement and acknowledged that there were clear challenges 
ahead which the Board would consider as part of its business 
workshop programme.  HB confirmed that feedback on the draft 
clinical strategy was being collated and, depending on the level of 
amendments required, it would be presented to the Board in 
September 2016.  However, she asked the Board to be aware that, 
should substantial updating be required following feedback, the draft 
strategy may be delayed; nevertheless the Board would receive a 
briefing update on the latest position in September 2016.   

 

 

 

 

13.3 Resolution:  The Board noted the report.   

RETAIN AND ENGAGE WORKFORCE (BAF RISK 2) 

14 Assurance report from Workforce Committee   

14.1 GE presented an assurance report to the Board.  She highlighted 
three key points.  1) the Committee had reviewed Principal Risk 2 
which related to workforce risks within the Board Assurance 
Framework, 2) the Committee had recommended that the RAG rating 
be deescalated from red to amber/red, and 3) The Committee had 
been assured to receive confirmation that 96% of doctors had 
received an appraisal, which had been noted as one of the highest 
medical appraisal compliance rates in the UK. 

  

14.4 Resolution:  The Board noted the update.   

ACHIEVE FINANCIAL VIABILITY (BAF RISK 7) 

15 Assurance report from the Finance, Investment and Performance 
Committee 

  

15.1 The Board received an assurance report from JB in respect to the FIP 
Committee.  He highlighted that the Committee had established a 
rolling programme of divisional presentations and had received an 
impressive first presentation from the unscheduled care division. He 
also noted that the Committee was assured that there had been a 
positive step forward in overall governance and accountability of 
financial and investment issues.  

  

15.2 Resolution:  The Board noted the report.   
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16. Development of a strategic outline case for the configuration of 
acute hospital services 

  

16.1 HB presented a paper which provided an update on funding for 
external advisory support to develop a strategy outline case (SOC) for 
the configuration of acute hospital service.  It was noted that the FIP 
Committee had requested that the Board be made aware of the 
development of the SOC and the associated risks and issues.  HB 
advised that the total cost of the SOC was £425k and Herts Valleys 
Clinical Commissioning Group (HVCCG) had agreed to contribute 
£200k to these costs.  She warned the Board that, should there be a 
delay to the Independent Trust Financing Facility (ITFF) or if the 
outcome of the application for capital funding should fall short, the 
programme may have to be paused.  The Board noted its thanks for 
the support of HVCCG. 

  

16.2 Resolution:  The Board approved the recommended approach and 
noted the risks to the overall programme if funding issues were not 
resolved.   

  

SAFE, EFFECTIVE CARE (BAF RISK 1) 

17 Infection Prevention and Control Annual Report 2015/16    

17.1 TC presented the Infection Prevention and Control Annual Report 
2015/16. 

  

17.2 Resolution:  The Board approved the report for publication.   

18 End of life care strategy   

18.1 Dr Sharon Chadwick, Consultant in Palliative Medicine joined the 
meeting to present the Trust’s End of Life Care (EoLC) Strategy.  She 
advised that the strategy had been developed over the past six 
months and six key priorities had been identified to help the Trust 
achieve its national ambitions.  
 
GE noted her disappointment that end of life care was not one of the 
top line objectives in the  national Health and Wellbeing Strategy and 
asked if there was a local forum which focused on this issue.  Dr 
Chadwick replied that the Trust was a member of HVCCG’s End of 
Life Forum and was working to breakdown the barriers with the Health 
and Wellbeing Board.   

  

18.2 PC enquired how the progress towards achieving the strategy would 
be monitored.  Dr Chadwick responded that a performance report was 
being developed which would be monitored by the Safety and Quality 
Committee.   
 
Dr Chadwick thanked MVDW for his continued support and noted the 
importance of encouraging divisional engagement with the strategy.  
MVDW confirmed that positive steps had been made towards 
engagement, including the identification of a medical lead for EoLC, a 
doctor in the anaesthetic service had requested to join the EoLC panel 
and a new observation sheet had been introduced.  However, MCDW 
cautioned that more work was required before EoLC became part of 
everyday business across all clinical areas of the organisation.       

  

18.3 Resolution:  The Board approved the strategy.   

GOVERNANCE 
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19 Terms of reference and work plans   

19.1 Resolution:  The Board approved the terms of reference and work 
plans for the Trust Board and the Safety and Quality Committee  

  

20 Update report on corporate risk register   

20.1 HB presented a paper which provided a summary update on the 
status of the corporate risk register (CRR) and corporate risk profile.  
She advised the Board that the CRR was reviewed in detail by the 
Integrated Risk and Governance (IR&G) Committee which had 
highlighted that there were a number of high scoring financial risks 
requiring further investigation.  HB advised that the IR&G Committee 
had noted that a risk had not be assessed by the Risk Review Group 
prior to going on the CRR, therefore the controls around this would be 
strengthened by adding an additional column to the CRR to indicate 
whether the risk had been validated appropriately. 

  

20.2 Resolution:  The Board noted the update   

21 Board Assurance Framework update   

21.1 HB presented an updated Board Assurance Framework and 
confirmed that each of the Principal Risks had been reviewed by the 
appropriate committee.  A new risk (PR10) had been added which 
related to system risks and the RAG rating of two risks had changed 
(PR2 stepped down from Red to Amber/Red and PR8 from Amber to 
Amber/Green).  It was noted that due to the timing of the IR&G 
Committee meeting, a number of other changes had not been 
incorporated, therefore it was agreed that the BAF would be updated 
and re-circulated to the Board.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

HB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aug-16 

21.2 Resolution:  The Board approved the updated BAF   

22 Assurance report from Integrated Risk and Governance 
Committee 

  

22.1 PT reminded the Board that due to the timing of the IR&G Committee 
meeting it was not possible to include an assurance report in the 
Board pack, however it had been circulated electronically and a paper 
copy of the report had been distributed at the meeting.    

  

23 Audit Committee   

23a Assurance report from Audit Committee   

23a.1 Resolution:  The Board noted the report.   

23b Annual report 2015/16   

23a.1 Resolution:  The Board noted the report.   

24 Report from Auditor Panel   

24.1 Resolution:  The Board noted the report.   

25 Board self-evaluation   

25.1 SB asked for feedback on the Board meeting to be provided which 
would be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the meeting to improve 
future meetings. 

  

ANY OTHER BUSINESS  

26 Any other business previously notified to the Chairman   

26.1 No business was recorded. 
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QUESTION TIME  

27 Questions from Hertfordshire Healthwatch   

27.1 Sundera Kumara-Moorthy, representative of Healthwatch raised the 
following points: 

 

 Healthwatch would like to have contributed to the clinical review in 
June, however it had been scheduled at the same time as a major 
event organised by Hertsmere County Council.  Mr Kumara-
Moorthy asked if other local events could be taken into account 
when organising future reviews.  HB responded that NHS 
Improvement had led on the arrangements for the clinical review, 
including the choice of date. 

 Healthwatch had started to look at delayed transfers of care in the 
same manner as it monitored integrated discharges and was 
working with ST and other healthcare partners on this issue. 

  

28 Questions from our patients and members of the public   

28.1 No questions were recorded.   

ADMINISTRATION 

29 Draft agenda for next meeting   

29.1 The draft agenda was reviewed and the following points noted: 

 Item 17/40 – to be presented by MVDW 

 Item 20/40 – to be deferred to October 2016 

  

30 Date of next Trust Board meeting   

30.1 The next meeting will be held on 06 October 2016 in Lecture Theatre 
2, Medical Education Centre, Watford Hospital. 

  

 
 
 
 


